Are you ready for a supersonic shortcut back to Source- Void? To go beyond endless clearing
& protection? Linear Ascension, multiple upgrades and raising your frequency by fighting
ascension symptoms?
Then come to the AwaKeNiN & TrANsForMaTioN workshop connecting you to the SOURCEVOID by activating your true 5D+ Quantum SELF

Experience the Power of the Source known and used by the Ancient Civilization
The Art of Zen, The Tao of Being-ness, The field of Interconnected-ness all these
states that took strict discipline to achieve through the process of many lifetimes
is now available to humanity by opening up the inherent connection within to the
Source in just 2 days.
This 2 intensive journey is meant to awaken our perpetual connection to the
beyond beyond and with the Source. Changing the partial awakened consciousness into Primordial Pure state manifested tangibly as 5D++ Holographic MultiDimensional Light Grids which is complimentary to the Earth’s current vibrations.
In short an upgrade from evolving in linear time to living in the spatial NOW
time.
Main Highlight of the Workshop: the 3rd and 4th Dimensional dense-energy bodies which have become obsolete will be energetically removed from the
incarnational Soul Matrix freeing the incarnational soul to merge with its Monadic
Self. The 3rd and 4th Dimensional grids hold the pain & suffering associated with
past-lives, vows, contracts, control programs, entities, implants to name a few.
Finally the Quantum Jumping of the evolving perceptive consciousness has come
to release these 3D/4D obsolete grids! Free your “Self”! And become a Certified
Healer. Your Light Quotient will be raised to 100% through powerful Activations,
Transmissions, Atonements and Initiations turning which in return will prepare
you to receive and emit the zero-point as tangible QuantOM energy 24/7, turning
you into an instant healer making you a transponder of the SOURCE.

What is unique about the QuantOM™ Vortex Energy?

The QuantOM™ Vortex Energy is a revolutionary healing technique that allows
the spontaneous alignment of the physical cells in the human energy field with
the Mutli-Universal-Source Energy (beyond planetary and galactic) , and provides
an instant and permanent cellular reprogramming. DNA reconfiguration and the
permanent removal of addictions, allergies and other imbalances.
QuantOM Vortex Scalar Wave- Photon Pulse™ is not a frequency or vibration or
ascension mechanics of star nations or a merely a harmonic oscillating wave but
100% PURE ENERGY.

Come and experience the pure state that has been the pursuit of mystics and
seers for thousands of years. find out what Source energy truly is, how it works as
a vortex, wave and pulse simultaneously; its historical progression through Lemuria, Atlantis, Peru & Egypt to present time; and most importantly how it is available
to all of us right now completely UN-diluted. Join the Guardians of the Source
Energy, KaVeeTa SuNiEL the TwinRay couple and founders of Kosmic Fusion to
experience the eternal Turiya state.
Energy Abundance Exchange: $799, Early Bird Price: $599 (special price for New
Zealand)
Date: 19/20th October
Venue: Kawaipurapura Retreat, Albany/Auckland
Call or Text inquiries to 021354243 (Dallia)
Email: info@kosmicfusion.com
More Info: www.kosmicfusion.com/awakenin_sessions.html

About the Founders

KaVeeTa and SuNiEl the TwinRAY Couple and Guardians
of the Source-Void. They naturally emanate the Zero
Point Energy the mother of all energies there is from
their Unified Energy field. They are connected directly
to the SOURCE-Zero Point Field and channel the purest
SOURCE energy.
They are the founders of Kosmic Fusion which was created by them to bring the 4th state - Turiya into every
single soul that has come ready to be activated. They
are harbingers of the 5D+ Earth. The biggest movement out there that can, not
only clear and heal Karmas but erase the Karmic Templates all together permanently and free each soul from transmigration and transient’s the need to reincarnate to learn the same old lessons over and again. They encode, activate,
and initiate all consciousness from 3-4 Dimensional to multi-dimensional wave
lengths by preparing non-local DNA strands to emit the Quantum Vortex Scalar
Wave Photon Pulse 24/7
These two have come together to teach that Physical immortality is possible, and
a 100% transfiguration of the body can be achieved like Kryst and many other
Masters.

For enquiries email info@kosmicfusion.co.nz
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